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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Melissa Lin
Staff Writer
NEWS
OBAMA WINS RELEASE OF TWO AMERICAN PRISONERS IN N.
KOREA —After being held as prisoners in NorthKorea, Americans Kenneth
Bae and Mathew ToddMiller were returned to the United States last Saturday.
Director of national intelligence James Clapper was sent to North Korea
with a letter from Obama addressed to North Korean leaderKim Jong Un de-
scribing Clapper as Obamas “personal envoy” to bring the Americans home.
According to administration officials, Clapper was sent instead of a senior
diplomat to signal that Obama would not reward North Korea with a new
round of negotiations in exchange for the return of the prisoners.
Bae was held for two years on charges of preaching against the North Ko-
rean government and Miller was held for seven months on charges of unruly
behavior. While both Americans were sentenced to hard labor, theyreturned
to U.S. soil on Saturday and landed in Seattle.
Both men walked off the plane into the arms of their families waiting on
the tarmac.
“I just want tasay thank you all for supporting me and standing by me dur-
ing this time,” Bae said to the media at the base.
Obama said Saturday that “were grateful for their safe return,” and praised
Clapper for completing the challenging mission.
FALL OF BERLIN WALL ANNIVERSARY- On Nov. 9, balloons, fire-
works, performances and general merriment ensued at Germany’s capital to
mark the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall.
The Berlin Wall was built in 1961 to prevent people from fleeing the com-
munist East. While the wall stretched for 96 miles through Berlin after its
contruction, today less than two miles of the wall remains.
Tens of thousands of people attended Sundays events and witnessed the
release of 8,000 white balloons to symbolize the destruction of the wall by
crowds ofprotestors. Among the festivities included The Berlin State Orches-
tra’s performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony “Ode to Joy” in front the of
Brandenburg Gate, a massive open-air party at the Brandenburg Gate and a
performance by Pete Gabriel ofhis version ofDavid Bowie’s Heroes.
“We’re the happiest people in the world and we’re thrilled that you brought
the Berlin Wall down 25 years ago,” said Berlin’s mayor Klaus Wowereit as the
first balloons were released.
Pope Francis also mentioned the anniversary in an address in Rome.
“When there is a wall, there is a closing of hearts. We need bridges, not
walls,” he said.
Within a year of the wall’s collapse, Germany—divided after its defeat in
World War 11—was reunited. The wall’s eventual fall in 1989 became a pow-
erful symbol of the end of the Cold War, mended divisions and human life
conquering over superficial boundaries.
Melissa may be reached at mlin@su-spectator.com
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ELECTION DAY RESULTS — Election day on Nov. 4 marked the beginning
ofmajor changes within the city and across the country.
Seattle voters approved Prop. 1B to raise property taxes for a city-subsidized
preschool. They approved Prop. 1 to trade higher taxes for better bus service
and said no to more funding for a monorail line.
Washington voters said yes to 1-594 to expand gun-purchase background
checks and defeated the rival 1-591, which would have prevented the state
from implementing background checks more extensive than federal law.
1-1351 hopes to reduce class size and add support staff in K-12 is on track
for victory as of Nov. 11. If the initiative is approved, then the maximum class
size from kindergarten to third grade will be set at 17 students or 15 in low-
income areas and the maximum class size in higher grades will be set 25 stu-
dents or 22 in low-income schools. This measure is estimated to require more
than 25,000 new teachers and support staff.
Nationally, the Republican Party won a majority of the Senate for the first
time in eight years with 54 representatives, causing senators Patty Murray and
Maria Cantwell to consider moving to new committees.
Undeterred by defeats for his party in key legislative races, Gov. Jay Inslee
said he would continue to pursue major climate change legislation and more
funding for public schools next year.
SUICIDE BOMBER KILLS 48 STUDENTS IN NIGERIA— Last week a
suicidebomber disguised as a student attacked a boarding school in Northern
Nigeria, killing 48 boys and young men and wounding nearly 80,
The bomber was wearing theGovernment Senior Science Secondary School
uniform when he appeared at the schools morning assembly When asked
why he was not wearing the school’s badge, he detonated a bomb causing a
chaotic and gruesome scene.
Suspicion about the attack quickly focused on the militant group Boko Ha-
ram that has targeted non-Quranic schools for kidnappings and killings in
recent years and made what it calls “Western education” a particular focus of
its attacks.
“Boko Haram particularly targets schools because they are soft targets. And
they represent everything the group is against—-Western education, lifestyle,
and civilization,” wrote Ahmed Idris, an Al Jazeera correspondent in Lagos.
While the group has not claimed responsibility for the bombing, witnesses
believe this attack is another item on a long list of Boko Haram atrocities
within the past year and a half.
The Nigerian government issued a statement condemning the bomb-
ing, but the blast -has increased already rising criticisms against the
Nigerian government.
Parents of the school boys and other members of the community are urg-
ing the government for more action and the governor of Yobe State issued a
statement that it was “not enough for the federal government to condemn the
almost daily rounds ofviolence.”
The United Nations Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change recently
released their fourth report since
2013, sharing grim predictions of
what will happen ifthe world does not
start making an effort to slow down
global warming.
The report recommends that green-
house emissions be reduced by at
least 40 percent by 2050, and that
emissions are completely eliminated
by 2100. If these goals are not met in
time, the world can expect to see sig-
nificant consequences, including ris-
ing sea levels, storms and shortened
food supply.
The report indicates that the ef-
fects of climate change are a result of
humans, but climate change can be
overcome if action is taken soon. It
also stresses that the people affected
most will be those who contribute
the least to the problem—citizens of
developing nations.
“Developed countries like the Unit-
ed States, China and India are produc-
ing the mostcarbon dioxide which are
directly causing climate change,” said
junior and Sustainable Student Action
member Hannah Nia. “The countries
that are being impacted first are the
ones not consuming as much carbon
dioxide, so it’s kind of this inverse re-
U.N. RELEASES GRIM NEWS ON CLIMATE CHANGE
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
lationship on who is being impacted.
They are Third World countries who
don’thave the resources to take care of
themselves in the future.”
One ofthe biggest concerns regard-
ing climate change is that clean water
is becoming less available and farming
soil is getting damaged. For countries
that are already lacking resources such
as foodand water, climate change will
only make things worse.
“There are different types of dam-
age:
there is ecological damage and
[damage] having some type of impact
on people’s lives,” said associate pro-
fessor of environmental studies Tanya
Hayes. “Climate change will have the
greatest impact on the individuals
who don’t have the resources to adapt,
generally the poorest of the poor.”
Seattle University, an institution
that prides itself on sustainability, has
taken action to play a role in the fight
against climate change.
“What Seattle University is doing
in terms of its operations is that our
buildings are very energy efficient,”
said Campus Sustainability Manager
Karen Price from the Center for En-
vironmental Justice and Sustainability.
Some of the recent steps taken by
the university over the last few years
include installing a heat recovery proj-
ect at the Connolly Center pool,which
significantly reduces the amount of
energy necessary to heat the pool,
as well as installing a more efficient
gas boiler to heat the buildings. Se-
attle U also replaced its incandescent
bulbs with LED lights as a means of
saving energy.
Seattle U has also taken important
steps to save water on campus. Toi-
lets and urinals are some of the most
water-efficient units that can be found
on the market. Some urinals, includ-
ing those in the Student Center, are
completely water-free. Another step
taken to reduce the use of water was
the installation of aerators—small de-
vices that alter the water flow tomake
units more efficient.
“If you buy a bathroom faucet
from the hardware store, it will flow
at two gallons per minute,” Price
said. “We put aerators on our faucets
which reduces the flow from two gal-
lons per minute to just a half gallon
per minute.”
Even with Seattle U’s focus on sus-
tainability, there is more that the
university can do to combat climate
change. For example, students of Sus-
tainable Student Action are encourag-
ing the university to divest, which has
been an ongoing effort over the last
few years.
“What SSA is doing is asking our
administration to divest its endow-
ment money out of the fossil fuel in-
dustry, which is directly causing cli-
mate change and the consumption of
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carbon dioxide emissions,” Nia said.
“I think that it is important to raise
awareness about the fossil fuel indus-
try and its detriment and destruction
to our environment.”
Despite the actions that have al-
ready been taken, the growing prob-
lem of climate change is urgent, and
there are ways students can continue
to reduce the amount of energy they
use and help protect the environment.
Taking small steps to save water, use
less heat, use greener means of trans-
portation and using reusable materi-
als such as shopping bags and water
bottles can go a long way in reducing
one’s personal involvement in green-
house gas emissions, experts said.
“People look at climate change as
this big and scary doom-filled thing,
but there are little actions that can
be taken,” Hayes said. “We will have
to adapt. To have a little bit of hope
out there, there is research and pro-
grams going on out there to help
mitigate climate change and to help
people adapt.”
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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KING COUNTY ELECTIONS: THE VOTE IS IN
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Last week in the Nov. 4 election, the Republican Party took control of the Sen-
ate. Here in Seattle, people cast their vote on issues like education, gun control
and transportation. Here’s how Seattleites voted this election cycle.
GUN CONTROL
Two measures were put on the statewideballot in this election with conflicting
propositions regarding gun control.
If passed, Initiative Measure No. 591 would prevent government agencies
from imposing background checks beyond the federal standard, and firearms
could not be confiscated without due process.
Initiative Measure No. 594, on the other hand, would make background
checks more expansive; the same ones used for licensed weapons dealers would
be applied to the sale of any firearm anywhere.
These measures were not presented as an either-or; it was possible that they
could both pass. In such a case, the courts would have had to decide what hap-
pened. However, 591 lostat 44.9 percent support and InitiativeMeasure No. 594
passed at 59.1 percent.
EDUCATION
There were three measures on the ballot this election regarding education. The
first, Initiative Measure No. 1351, concerned K-12 education standards state-
wide. The measure proposed that class size be limited and more staffand teach-
ers would be hired accordingly. A ‘no’ vote would mean that classes would not
be subject to any imposed size limits. The measure passed.
In the city of Seattle, two conflicting propositions were submitted regarding
pre-kindergarten education and care. First, the decision as to whether either
of these options should be considered was put to a vote, which passed with a
flying 67.7 percent. Then, the voters decided between Proposition Numbers 1A
and IB.
1A proposed various changes including a $ 15/hour minimum wage for all
caretakers, and a goal that child care should cost no more than 10 percent of
family income. Caretakers would not need a bachelor’s degree, but would re-
quire training. This measure had no funding plan.
IB proposed funding changes through increased property taxes. A $400,000
home would pay about $43/year for four years, taking care of the funding for
that time. When it comes to tuition, low income houses would paynothing, and
others would pay on a scale according to their income. Caretakers must have
a bachelor’s degree in early childhood education, and would be paid about the
same as kindergarten teachers. The voters chose to pass Proposition No. IB.
6 NEWS
TRANSPORTATION
Last April, Seattle voters did not pass Proposition 1, which would have increased
taxes and instated vehicle fees to prevent Metro cuts. This election they voted
again on whether or not to find funding in other places for the bus system. A
yes vote on this year’s Proposition 1 would legitimize a 0.1 percent increase
in sales tax and a $60 annual fee per vehicle, expiring in 2020. The collected
funds would revive somebus routes that have already been cut, and perhaps add
more. This time, voters passed Proposition No. 1 on Transportation Funding.
In addition, another transportation proposition was voted on that would ap-
prove planning for a monorail from Ballard to West Seattle if passed. This citi-
zen petition would raise money for the monorail by adding $5 to the fee for ve-
hicle tab relicensing. However, the funding would not go to the monorail itself,
but rather just the planning and initiative. The proposition was voted down by
a whopping 80.7%.
ADVISORY VOTES ON TAX MEASURES
On this ballot, there were two issues on which to cast advisory votes. Advi-
sory votes are a chance for voters to voice whether or not they think a certain
measure that is already in place should be there or not. These votes do not put
anything in effect; what the Legislature chooses to do with the information is
up to them.
Advisory Vote No. 8 regards Senate Bill 6505. This bill prohibited marijuana
operations from receiving the same tax breaks that other crops receive. This
will raise about $25 million in 10 years for government spending. Voters have
moved to maintain this measure.
AdvisoryVote No. 9, regarding House Bill 1287, asked if it voters would like
to repeal the decision to require Tribes to paythe same taxes as the government-
for privately leasing their land. These taxes have been projected to raise about
$1.3 million in the span often years. Voters have moved that the tax will remain.
Lena may be reached at lbeck@su-spectator.com
STUDENTS REACT TO LOCAL APPLE OFFICE
Shelby Barnes
Volunteer Writer
Seattle, which has long been known
as the city dominated by Microsoft,
now welcomes a new tech company to
town: Apple.
Apple, the tech empire originally
from Cupertino, Calif, is opening its
engineering doors and establishing an
office here in Seattle.
An article published by the Seattle
Times last Monday gave the details
behind Apples move and the benefits
that could arise from it.
Many of the employees, according
to the article, are from the Union Bay
Networks, a startup in Fremont. Engi-
neers of this caliber originally attract-
ed Apple because of their experience
with “building online infrastructure,”
according to the Seattle Times article.
It is hoped that Apple’s presence will
bring economic growth to the city
and region.
Apples arrival prompted varying re-
actions from Seattle University’s busi-
ness students. Maddie Lynch, a soph-
omore business major, sees this move
as beneficial for Seattle. Having grown
up with Apple products all her life,
Lynch added that having a base in Se-
attle is a strong move for the company.
Freshman business major Ashley
Castaneda agreed.
“It’s not a good idea to have a certain
brand monopolizing a certain area,
because it condenses a lot of the po-
tential it could have,” Castaneda said.
“When you’re thinking about brand-
ing, you’re thinking of Microsoft. It is
very Seattle, versus Apple being more
California-oriented.”
Castaneda also noted that new com-
petitors in the market can help create
competitive advantages, and Apple’s
presence should not be that much of
an issue, especially if it opens up new
employment options.
“If you can open up new jobs, why
not[do it]?” Castaneda said.
Zac Siriboon, a senior business ma-
jor, shed some light on the effect this
move may have for Microsoft.
“It’s not going to affect Microsoft all
that much. Microsoft is still the big
tech company in this area,” said Sir
boon. He added that Apple’s appea
ance will not throw Microsoft off i
game; rather, that the company wi
only see Apple as another corpora
office, which, Siriboon joked, will l
good for tax purposes.
Siriboon said that he would lil
to see more of a development of tl
middle market in Seattle. He used tl
term lopsided to help convey the ui
balanced environment in which tec
companies existhere.
“MICROSOFT
IS STILL THE
BIG TECH
COMPANY IN
THIS AREA.”
-ZAC SIRIBOON, BUSINESS
MAJOR
“There are a lot of massive pul
lie tech companies and a lot of sma
startups,” Siriboon said. “Most of tl
other major markets in the counti
are more evenly disputed betwee
small, mediumand large.”
Whether these student though
and opinions will change over time
unclear, but as more information is n
vealed the unraveling of Apple’s pre;
ence in Microsoft territory makes th
story one worth following.
The editor may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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STUDENTS PREPARE FOR MURDOCK CONFERENCE
Nick Turner
Volunteer Writer
Alaina Bever
News Editor
Next weekend, hundreds of student
and faculty researchers from North-
west private colleges and universities
will gather in Vancouver, Wash, for
the 23rd Annual Murdock College
Science Research Conference. This
conference is a chance for students to
share their research with fellow stu-
dents as well as the greater collegiate
science community.
Seattle University is sending nearly
two dozen students and faculty mem-
bers to the conference, and has sent
student presenters to the conference
in the past. The student projects in-
clude a broad scope of subjects rang-
ing from cell and molecular biology to
organic chemistry.
In addition to offering students an
opportunity to practice presenting
their research, this conference offers a
keynote speaker and various informa-
tional sessions about graduate school
and research opportunities beyond
undergraduate projects.
“The Murdock Charitable Trust
has been supporting undergradu-
ate research in predominant teaching
universities,” said associate profes-
sor of physics Joanne Hughes. “I just
think its a very important thing for
future researchers to start with under-
graduate research early so that they
get publications and that they under-
stand what it is to be a research sci-
entist before they embark on the long
graduate career.”
The editormay be reached at
abever@seattleu.edu
News editor Alaina Bever is involved in
the Murdock Conference.
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Seattle University students Joe Semeniuk and his lab partner Coo-
per Hayes prepare theirprojectfor the Murdock conference.
Will McQuilkin
StaffWriter
When walking around campus, it
is common to see the recognizable
bright red and black jacket uniforms
of Seattle University’s Public Safety of-
ficers nearby either walking around or
zipping by on their segways.
It is also common to see Tim Mar-
ron, Director of Public Safety chat-
ting with students, faculty and staff.
The change in uniform, but espe-
cially his personal, transparent ap-
proach in building relationships with
the Seattle U community, helped
change the way others view the Public
Safety Department.
Since taking over the helm of Public
Safety, Marron revamped the depart-
ment and reevaluated its purpose. By
shifting the focus from student con-
duct to student safety, Public Safety
has made strides towards improving
its practices regarding campus safety.
Now, Marron is working to further
develop a healthy relationship among
the department, its officers and the
Seattle U community by opening up
a dialogue between his department
and students.
“There has been the recognition
that we are in the middle of a big city
and that there is substantial crime in
our urban area. As a result, we had to
address concerns regarding whether
[Public Safety] was doing as much
as it could, within a reasonable bud-
get, to address safety concerns,” Mar-
ron said. “I think a lot of our officers
were spending a lot of their time fo-
cusing on conduct issues, rather than
safety concerns.”
Public Safety has been in the ongo-
ing process of refocusing its attention
on student safety concerns, rather
than student conduct. Accordingly,
Marron believes this will help to break
down the perception of Public Safety
officers as sources of judgment, rather
than help.
Marron is also working to develop
the connection of his department with
the university by stressing trust and
honesty within the community.
“In emergency services, there has
PUBLIC SAFETY REBRANDS, REACHES OUT
been a huge push over the last 20 years
for more partnership and transparen-
cy within a community... that emer-
gency services aren’t above the pub-
lic, they are the public,” Marron said.
“When somebody sees a red Public
Safety uniform—especially when that
somebody is a student—I want them
“WHEN SOMEBODY SEES A RED PUBLIC SAFETY UNIFORM—
ESPECIALLY WHEN THAT SOMEBODY IS A STUDENT—I WANT
THEM TO THINK OF THAT OFFICER AS A SOURCE OF HOPE,
RATHER THAN OF JUDGMENT.”
—TIM MARRON, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC SAFETY
to think of that officer as a source of
hope, rather than of judgment.”
Student Body President Eric Sype
spoke to the importance of dialogue
between authority figures and the stu-
dent body, citing examples of prog-
ress spurred by student voices in this
year alone.
“There are two major things at the
student government level that have
been brought to fruition directly from
student feedback, one of those being
the expansion of the Night Hawk pro-
gram. We nowhave expanded services
with six cars that are environmentally
friendly, given that the [Nissan Leaf]
has less impact than the old Ford Es-
capes,” Sype said. “Further, over the
summer, there has been partnership
between Public Safety, [the Grounds
Department] and Facilities to in-
crease lighting on campus. These are
examples of things that students have
brought to the table that the university
has taken a lookat in order to improve
student experience here.”
These renovations are the types
of issues Public Safety has been able
to address in direct response to stu-
dent concern about things that could
be improved.
“Those sorts of things are very help-
ful,” Marron said of the issues raised
by students. “When the community
comes together and students iden-
tify things that are issues, whether
it’s a path that’s too dark at night,
or a bush that blocks a walkway, it’s
very helpful.”
The changes brought on by dialogue
between Pubic Safety and the Seattle
U communityhave been relatively mi-
nor, but they already seem to be pay-
ing dividends for the student body.
“I really like the new Night Hawk
cars,” said sophomore Amy Clark. “I
use that program a lot on the week-
ends and I feel like having more cars
available has made the service move a
bit faster. Plus, they are supposed to be
more environmentally friendly than
our old ones, which is pretty cool.”
The growth of the Night Hawk pro-
gram is also meant to help students
further practice safe behavior in a
major metropolitan city like Seattle.
Freshman Charles Hibber spoke to
the importance of developing these
safe behavioral practices early on in
his college career.
“I come from a pretty small town
in Northern California, so moving to
a city has been very different,” Hib-
ber said. “I have to remember to be
mindful about my environment and
remember to go about my business as
safely as possible and I feel like having
access to and using safe transportation
is a great first step.”
Marron believes that desire and op-
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portunity create crime. While he be-
lieves we cannot do anything about
criminals, there is still something we
can do to be more safe.
“Ifwe can continue to come together
as a community and continue to take
away opportunity from criminals,
whether it be by reporting a suspi-
cious person or maintaining vigilance
over property in the library, then we
can continue to cut down on campus
crime and further increase campus
safety]” Marron said.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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LASTING IMPRESSIONS
Two weeks ago, students learned that a beloved adjunct professor would not be returning to Seattle University.
The controversial petition in favor of his rehiring has since been signed by over 200 students—and counting.
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PROFS DEPARTURE SPARKS PETITION, PROTEST
Melissa Lin
Staff Writer
Professors who can awaken a stu-
dent’s appetite for knowledge are a
fundamental source ofpride for Seat-
tle University. That is why news of Dr.
Larry Cushnies contract not being re-
newed for the next academic year has
frustrated and bewildered students
across this campus.
Cushnie has taught as an adjunct
faculty member in the Political Sci-
ence Department for the past three
years, and many students consider
him one of the most valuable pro-
fessors in the Seattle U community.
With so much appreciation for Cush-
nies character and teaching style,
news about his contract not being re-
newed spread quickly, and an online
petition began.
The petition, “Renew Dr. Larry
Cushnies Contract,” was started two
weeks ago by an individual under the
pseudonym John Doe. As the Specta-
tor went to print Wednesday morn-
ing, the petition had acquired nearly
230 online signatures from students
and parents.
Senior political science major Zach-
ary Schlachterhas hadfive classes with
Cushnie and supported the petition.
“I have intentionally set up my
schedule so I can be in his classes,”
Schlachter said.
He said that Cushnies teaching style
is unique because he makes politics
and legal theory engaging and relat-
able to life. Schlachter feels that Cush-
nie has helped him gain many insights
and develophis own perspectives.
“He’s an irreplaceable professor
here, and I really value being in his
classes,” he said.
Senior and political science major
Stephanie Verdoia also signed the pe-
tition. She has had four classes’with
Cushnie and agrees that he loves the
material he teaches. Verdoia added
that he makes students believe that
through understanding the material,
they can learn more about themselves
and the worldaround them.
The petition, directed to Provost
Isiaah Crawford, explains Seattle U’s
12 FEATURES
plan to “terminate” Cushnie at the end
of the 2014/2015 academic year due
to budget deficits. It also suggests that
“bloated administrative salaries and
excessive athletics budget” are areas
in which the school could find more
funds to keep Cushnie.
Provost Isiaah Crawford and Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
David Powers are aware of the peti-
"[CUSHNIE] IS TEACHING
HERE THIS YEAR... AS A
ONE-YEAR TEMPORARY
LECTURER TO REPLACE A
TENURED FACULTY MEM-
BER IN THE DEPARTMENT
OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
WHO IS ON SABBATICAL "
-DEAN DAVID POWERS
tion and pointed out that some of its
content is misinformed.
According to an email statement
by Crawford, the matter of Cushnies
teaching contract is one managed
at the College of Arts and Scienc-
es level, and is not in fact under the
provost’s jurisdiction.
In a statement to the Spectator,
Powers said that the use of the word
“terminated” misrepresents Cushnies
employment situation.
“Tenured faculty receive a sabbatical
every seven years of either one, two,
or three quarters in length...in order
to spend concentrated time on their
scholarly research or creative works,”
Powers said.
According to Powers, several full-
time faculty members, or a one-year
temporary lecturer, will teach the
courses usually taught by the ten-
ured professor while he or she is
on sabbatical.
“[Cushnie] is teaching here this
year.. .as a one-year temporary lectur-
er to replace atenured facultymember
in the department of political science
who is on sabbatical and will return
to a full-time service at the university
next year,” he said.
Powers added that Cushnie filled in
for tenured faculty on sabbatical for
the previous two years, but he noted
that a one-year lecturer continuing to
teach within the same department for
three years is unusual. There will be
no tenuredpolitical science professors
with similar academic expertise on
sabbatical during the following aca-
demic year, which means that Cush-
nie will not be needed any longer as a
replacement, Powers said.
Contrary to what is stated in the pe-
tition, Powers’ statement did not men-
tion the budget shortfall as the reason
that Cushnie is not teaching next year.
Despite the petition’s apparent mis-
information, Verdoia still supports it.
“I don’t know about the accuracy
of the claims that were made...I don’t
know if it was the best thing to make
accusations about the budget,” Ver-
doia said. “But I know how much
we are losing by losing Dr. Cushnie,
so I was willing to put my name on
[the petition].”
Although Cushnie declined to com-
ment in-depth on the subject because
he believes his employment situation
is a private matter, he did write in a
brief email statement to the Specta-
tor that “the student petition is over-
whelming,” and that he was “touched
by the sentiment.”
While supporters of the petition
may feel uneasy about its potential
inaccuracies, they share a passionate
sentiment: Cushnie is an irreplaceable
professor and, ifthe decision is not re-
versed, he will be deeply missed.
“I’m jealous of wherever he ends
up,” Schlachter said. “Whoever gets
him is extremely fortunate to have a
professor like him.”
Melissa can be reached at
mlin@su-spectator.com
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An individual under the pseudonym JohnDoe started the “Renew Dr. Larry Cushnie s
Contract” onlinepetition two weeks ago. It has since gained over 200 signatures. Thefull
text ofthe petition is below. Some ofthe information in the petition is inaccurate and the
petition does not necessarily reflect the views ofthe Spectator staff.
It has come to the attention of the undersigned students of
Seattle University that the university plans to terminate Dr.
Larry Cushnie at the end of the 2014/2015 academic year.
We hereby sign this petition to make it known we oppose
this termination and strongly encourage Seattle University
provost Isiaah Crawford to renew Dr. Cushnie's contract for
the 2015/2016 academic year and beyond.
Dr. Cushnie is a valuable member of the Seattle University
faculty. He is beloved by his students and is an excellent
professor. Dr. Cushnie is adept at providing an engaging and
stimulating classroom for his students. He provides extra ac-
ademic support to students who need or want it. He is a pro-
ficient scholar who harbors passion for both his discipline
and teaching. To deny Seattle University students the oppor-
tunity to study with Dr. Cushnie would be a disservice to the
population the university has committed to serving.
The given excuse for Dr. Cushnie's termination, the universi-
ty's current budget crisis, is flimsy at best. As an adjunct pro-
fessor, Dr. Cushnie's salary is exceedingly reasonable for the
services he provides. Given Seattle University's bloated ad-
ministrative salaries and excessive athletics budget, we, the
undersigned students, see no reason the school could not
somewhere find the money to keep Dr. Cushnie as a
member of the faculty.
Once again, we strongly encourage Provost Crawford to
renew Dr. Cushnie's contract. Doing otherwise would be
harming the Seattle University community.
YOURS IN ART GETS A SPOTON THE ART WALK
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
It’s that time of the. month in
which Capitol Hill shows off
its talented exhibit-curating,
paintbrush-twirling artists.
The Capitol Hill Art Walk takes
place the second Thursday night of
each month. Various local businesses
and art venues set up shop for a few
hours to present the work of local art-
ists, free for public viewing. Several
Seattle University students’ artworks
will be featured in the upcoming walk
this Thursday, thanks to the help of
the student-founded arts organization
Yours in Art.
Yours in Art is a community for stu-
dent artists where they can both create
art and gain exposure.
“Everyone kind of has their role,
but we don’t really have titles or [ex-
pected] roles just because you should
be able to do what you want and what
you’re interested in at any given time,”
said art history and humanities dou-
ble major Kaya Payseno, a founding
memberofthe group.
The group strives to help students
get involved in the Seattle art commu-
nity and build a bridge between work-
ing artists and student artists..
Yours in Art is curating a space at In Arts Northwestfor this month’s Capitol Hill Art Walk.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
“One ofour goals is to get Seatde U
as a part, like a stop on the art walk,”
Payseno said.
For now, Yours in Art’s place on
the walk will be at the In Arts North-
west on 17th Avenue, affectionately
dubbed “the In” by those who fre-
quent the establishment.The swanky-
looking building has 23 rooms in its
interior, which will feature the art of
Seattle U students, both YIA mem-
bers and nonmembers, as well as the
work of the artists who live at the In.
“What’s cool about this space is
that it’s kind of in between a formal
gallery and also like a living space,”
Payseno said. “So not just like having
a show in your dorm room, but kind
of elevating that a little bit; but it’s still
verycomfortable.”
One of the Seattle U students fea-
tured will be visual art and creative
writing double major David Strand, a
YIA member who is submitting one
piece to the exhibit.
“I come from a background of
drawing, and this kind of speaks to
where I was artistically in a lot of
senses—and now I’m kind of mov-
ing away from that,” said Strand.
“I’m moving towards more abstract,
mixed media pieces a little bit more.
So I’ve been doing a lot with draped
muslin and canvas, and kind of also
taken up embroidery as well.”
Strand’s piece will be featured
amongst several other artists’ works
of different media. Much of the house
will be curated for the exhibit to fea-
ture both student and live-in artists,
and the house’s basement will feature
live music.
According to In Arts Northwest
manager Michael Craft, the In is
home to all kinds of artists, includ-
ing tattoo artists, writers and even a
comedy troupe.
“They’re constantly either stimulat-
ed or bombarded with other people’s
passion,” said Craft. “And some people
eat it like caviar, some people it stress-
es them out.”
The In stands, he said, as a reinven-
tion ofwhat it was.
“[We] started the In to hold a space
for artists to eat and talk,” Craft said.
“And then figured from that, the mag-
ic would happen.”
After the In first got rolling in 2009,
it was active five nights a week—to
the thrill of many Capitol Hill show-
goers but the displeasure of many
neighborhood residents.
“It started as a DIY venue,” Craft
said. “And about three and a halfyears
into it the city came and made sure
that we weren’t going to keep oper-
ating like that. So we had to reinvent
what we were doing.”
Now, the In only hosts shows a few
nights a month, one ofthose being the
Art Walk. According to Payseno, In
Arts Northwest is a great way to start
off YIA’s year.
Craft was enthusiastic about fea-
turing YIA, having worked with the
student group to curate an art walk
together last spring.
“She is a friend of the house; she’s
been coming around here for a few
years,” Craft said.
“I ended up coming over here a lot,
and just feeling like it would be a re-
ally good space for the level of stuff
we’re doing—which is kind of trying
to be a bridge between professional
working artists and student artists,”
Payseno said.
Yours in Art’s installment on the
Capitol Hill Art Walk will be at In
ArtsNorthwest this Thursday, Nov. 13
from 5-10 p.m. All are welcome, and
admission is free.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
PHOTOS COURTESY OF YOURS IN ART
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SEAC JAZZES UP FALL BALL AT THE EMP
Peter Wachsmith
Volunteer Writer
Redhawks will have the chance to par-
ty Gatsby-style at Seattle University’s
annual Fall Ball this Saturday.
Seattle Us Student Events and Ac-
tivities Council puts on Fall Ball every
year, and it’s often one of the most an-
ticipated events offall quarter.
The upcoming extravaganza is be-
ing held at the eclectic EMP Mu-
seum, where students can dance in
the museum’s dazzling Sky Church
and visit several of the creative pop
culture exhibits.
Ibis year’sFallBall theme is inspired
by the Art Deco style of the 1920s
jazz era.
“Jazz Age was the theme of my se-
nior prom,” said psychology and
criminal justice double major Grace
Martz, SEAC’s Fall Ball chair. “It was
interestingly executed, and I wanted
to see about executing it better. I also
thought that it was an interesting
theme and being at the EMP I wanted
it to incorporate music. I wanted it to
be classy. So, Jazz Age it was.”
The location for Fall Ball helped to
inspire the event’s theme.
“It’s been a good amount of col-
laboration with people at the venue,”
Martz said. “Making sure that I have
all of the pieces to make it happen. I’m
really good at executing things and
thinking logically, but creativity is not
in my list offortes.”
SEAC and the EMP have worked to-
gether for the past few months to en-
sure the event’s success.
“I’ve been working with them about
how events classically are run there.”
Martz said.
Aside from planning and coordi-
nating the event, SEAC membersalso
promoted annual dance with posters
and a visual presence on campus.
Emma Fried, one of two graphic
designers for SEAC, designed this
year’s Art Deco-inspired posters.
The poster design invokes the infec-
tious energy of 1920s New York.
“I wanted it to be a saxophone, but
I wanted Jazz Age in the middle of it,”
said Fried, who is majoring in digi-
tal design. “If people perceive it as a
French horn, that’s cool! As long as
they get that jazzy feel.”
The venue is famously colorful and
futuristic, so Fried wanted to incor-
porate the location into the design.
“The idea behind it is that, even
though it’s a dance, I wanted the mu-
sic to stand out too,” Fried said. “I
wanted to use the actual instrument
to create the logo. I wanted an eve-
ning feel with the colors; I added the
geometric pattern to give it a more
EMP modern feel.”
SEAC also helped spread the word
though marketing. SEAC creative
marketer April Jingco was in charge
of advertising for the event.
“As the creative marketer for Fall
Ball, I am in charge of spreading the
word via social media,” said Jingco,
who is a strategic communications
major. “I am the communicator of
information. This includes making
the Facebook page, advertising the
ticket sales as well as advertising the
different giveaways [an Alt-J vinyl
giveaway and an Uber giveaway].
Part of my work is to create the de-
scription for the events to make them
interesting and enticing towards the
possible eventgoers.”
Withall ofthe hard work and plan-
ning that has gone into creating the
NOVEMBER 12, 2014
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event, SEAC members are excited
to finally be able to share it with
other students.
“I am extremely excited.about Fall
Ball,” Jingco said. The venue “has
something for everyone. The best
part will be to see people enjoy the
event we worked hard to plan.”
And enjoy it they surely will. As
Jordan Baker of “The Great Gatsby”
would say, “I like large parties—-
they’re so intimate. Small parties,
there isn’t any privacy.”
SEAC welcomes you to the
Jazz Age.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com.
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‘LOVE’S LABOR’S LOST’S’ LONG-LOST SEQUEL
Siri Smith
Volunteer Writer
There is a faint, muffled sound of foot-
steps and chatter coming from the
ceiling speaker in the green room.
Seattle University theatre major Con-
nor Fogarty, otherwise known as Lord
Dumaine, is twisting his tie every
which way trying to figure out how to
properly put it on, as Dylan Zucati, or
Lord Longaville, tries to help.
The Lee Center for the Arts is
packed with actors and actresses who
are wearing their intricate costumes
and stage make-up, both courtesy of
costume designer Harmony Arnold.
One actress tells an actor, “Let’s go
over scene five!”
It is clearly tech week for Seattle
University’s upcoming production of
“Love’s Labor’s Won.”
“It is the second day of tech and
we’ve only been through three scenes,”
said Zucati, a theatre major who plays
the role ofLord Longaville in the play.
But he’s familiar with all of the hard
work, patience and commitment that
go into putting on a production.
“[Acting] is something I couldn’t
imagine not doing,” he said.
A lot of blood, sweat and tears go
into theatre productions. Making a
play like “Love’s Labor’s Won” come
together is no exception.
Seattle U is welcoming Scott Kaiser
as directorand writer of the play. Kai-
ser is the Director of Company De-
velopment at the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival, and is currently a Pigott Fam-
ily Endowment for the Arts artist-in-
residence at Seattle U.
“I’ve enjoyed working on campus...
it’s a great piece for college-aged stu-
dents because the characters are the
same age,” said Kaiser.
This is the first time Kaiser’s “Love’s
Labor’s Won” has ever been put on the
stage. It is the play’s “academic pre-
miere,” as Kaiser called it.
This is a fact that the entire cast is
excited about.
“It’s really humbling,” said theatre
major Ariana Chriest, the actress por-
traying Jaquenetta.
“Love’s Labor’s Won” is meant to
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be the lost sequel to William Shake-
speare’s “Love’s Labor’s Lost,” one
of his few comedies that has no
clear resolution.
The original play tells the story of
three lords, Berowne, Longaville,
and Dumaine, who take an oath
of scholarship which requires fast-
ing and avoiding women for three
years. However, when the Princess
of France and her ladies arrive, each
of the lords falls in love and a chaotic
mess of romance ensues. The play
leaves off with the couples promising
to see each other again in a year.
“Love’s Labor’s Won” lets us see the
young couples reunite.
“I think people will be interested
to see what happens to these charac-
ters,” Kaiser said.
Rather than having one or two lead
roles, the play gives many students an
opportunity to take the stage.
“Every character is a lead,” said
Zucati. “We all get pretty equal
stage time.”
For instance, Lord Longaville per-
forms a long monologue in the play,
and Jaquenetta even has the opportu-
nity to sing.
“For me, it’s been a really big chal-
lenge to sing and act at the same
time... But it’s been really cool to
also express myself through music,”
Chriest said.
The play honors the rhym-
ing scheme, language, and iam-
bic pentameter that Shakespeare
uses, but don’t let that make
you uncomfortable.
“Since it’s written in modern times,
it’s a lot more accessible,” Fogarty
said. “Shakespeare is something peo-
ple see as complex and they normally
get scared away, but when they see
it fleshed out, when they see it acted
out... it becomes accessible.”
“Love’s Labor’s Won” is set in 1918
Versailles, which you may know is
when the Treaty of Versailles was
signed. The war in Europe preceding
the Treaty of Versailles has set back
the lovers? promise of reuniting for
another four years.
However, this historical context is
not necessary to understandthe play.
“There’s nothing in the script that
says it’s in 1918 Versailles,” Kai-
ser said. The history of the play
is not quite as important as the
subject matter.
“The play is about loss and coping
with loss,” he said.
“Love’s Labor’s Won” previews Nov.
12 and opens Nov. 13 at the Lee Cen-
ter for the Arts. Shows are Wednes-
days through Saturdays at 7:30 p.m.
and Sundays at 2:00 p.m. through
Nov. 23. Tickets for the preview are
$5, and all regular showings are $6
for students, $8 for faculty and staff
and $10 for the general public.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Thanks to the Pigott Family Endowment for the Arts, Scott Kaiser was brought
in as the artist-in-residence to direct his play, “Love’s Labor’s Won.” Kaiser is the
Director of CompanyDevelopment at Oregon Shakespeare Festival.
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Jacob Swanson as Lord Berowne.
FOOD
BATTLE OF THE CAPITOL HILL DINERS
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
As a college student on Capitol Hill,
it is not uncommon to find yourself
in need ofsome good old-fashioned
breakfast food at an ungodly hour.
After all, there are few things in this
life better than breakfast.
For Seattle University students,
there are but two options for a4 a.m.
diner dash: IHOP or Lost Lake.
Back when the latter opened, co-
owner Jason Lajuenesse told then-
staff writer Emily Hedberg that he
wanted to offer hill-dwellers a bet-
ter alternative for nocturnal dining.
Nowthat Lost Lake’s been open long
enough to work out the kinks, con-
sider that challenge accepted.
1 compared a staple item on the
menu ofanyself-respecting 24-hour
diner: blueberry pancakes.
That’s right, it’s a battle royale for
the claim to fame that Will Mc-
Quilkin thinks your pancakes are
best. There can be only one win-
ner—whose short stack stands
above the rest?
IHOP
\
i The International House of Pan-
I cakes, or IHOP to the layman, is
j a cozy little diner located right
l next to
the Seattle U campus on
I Madison St.
J I stumbled in on a Saturday
l morning, bleary-eyed but excit-
I edly anticipating the hot, pan-
1 cake-y goodness I was about to
l put
in my mouth,
l I was greeted by a warm-faced
*
woman named Gryselda. She
,
smiled, asked how I was, and
l showed me to my table. Gryselda
1 offered coffee and one more smile
,
before I was left alone to sip my
l tasty beverage and further con-
J template pancakes.
LOST LAKE CAFE
1 The. following morning I wan-
.
dered into Lost Lake on 10th Av-
i enue and again readied my stom-
* ach for glory. I was greeted and
.
shown to a table near the front of
I the diner where I sat down and
* received coffee. Lost Lake had no-
: tably stronger and better-tasting
I coffee than IHOP.
i Mywaiter, a tall, brawny gentle-
.
man with a dark beard, walked
I over and promptly took my or-
I der. He was friendly-ish, though
J he had a coolness about him that
l made him feel less warm than
*
_ _ _
THE WINNER
To declare a winner seems sacrile-
gious, but it is a sad truth that not
all pancakes are created equal. A
winner must be declared, and in the
case of blueberry pancakes, IHOP is
the winner.
It’s really nothing against Lost Lake.
I enjoyed it quite a lot. However, in the
end, IHOP took the (pan)cake.
The international home of those de-
Fellow breakfast foodlovers chat-
ted happily around me. An older
woman and her son were engaging
in a lively discussion regarding the
variety of seasonal pancakes and
syrups on the menu (Tve never
seen so many syrups before!”), and
a middle-aged fellow to my right
aggressively munched on a fistful
ofbacon.
Gryselda returned within five
minutes and took my order. Just as
I finished my first cup of joe, those
fourwarm pancakes arrived, dotted
with blueberries and held aloft by
Gryselda, my saving grace covered
in whipped cream and blueberries
(the pancakes, not Gryselda).
I would have liked on that grey
Seattle morning.
The other patrons were happily
gossiping about all sorts of things
ranging from politics to grand-
children. “Tommy is getting fat,
they should stop letting him eat so
much,” said a tall, thin woman sit-
ting at a table across from me.
Soon, my short stack arrived
piping hot and delivered by my
burly waiter. While shorter than
my previous stack (only three
deep this time), it still had plenty
of substance.
licious things had a warmer (though
less stylish) atmosphere, more pan-
cakes per dish and quality service,
whereas Lost Lake had a cool atmo-
sphere, fewer cakes per dish and an
aloof waitstaff. There isn’t much dif-
ference between the prices: IHOP
cost me $15.27 and Lost Lake $14.35
(including a 20 percent tip; it’s nice to
be nice).
Lost Lake was no lost cause, and
their cakes certainly weren’t flattened
NOVEMBER 12. 2014
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The pancakes themselves (
were incredible, and also in- I
credibly filling. Topped with
a healthy dollop of whipped ,
cream and blueberry com- l
pote, they hardly required j
any syrup. They were warm ,
and fluffy as clouds; honestly, I
an angel could have slept on 1
those things.
I left satisfied and smiling, l
happily paying the cashier on
1
mywayout (another genial fel- ,
low whose nameI didn’t catch), i
I will be going back to say hello
1
to Gryselda, shake hands with (
the cook and eat another four i
blueberry pancakes.
The flapjacks themselves •
were without the blueberry
compote and whipped cream; i
however, they seemed thicker 1
than their IHOP counterparts, j
The blueberries tasted fresher |
than IHOP’s, but they were •
less plentiful, and I needed to J
use more butter and syrup to |
achieve the level of tastiness I •
was looking for. Still, I left full
and happy. \
I
I
I
1
by IHOP’s.
But hey, they don’t call it the
international house of pan-
cakes for nothing.
"
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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CRITICS CORNER: ‘INTERSTELLAR’
Chaucer Larson
Volunteer Writer
Love. Time. Space. No lofty topic is
off-limits for seasoned plot-twisting,
mind-bending director Christopher
Nolan, who previously directed, pro-
duced, and co-wrote major Holly-
wood hits like “TheDark Knight” Tril-
ogy and “Inception.”
Now Nolan is following up
these larger-than-life movies with
a massive extraterrestrial film
titled “Interstellar.”
The film uses space as a symbol not
just of hope, but of exploration, a trait
that has faded in the all-too-real near
future, where the human population
has dwindled due to constant dust
storms and food shortages. Only the
very upper echelons of society attend
college, as most Americans devote
themselves to farming.
The ever-cool Cooper (Matthew
McConaughey) decides to leave his
crops and, in fact, his planet in search
of food and habitable land. When he
tracks gravitational anomalies that
appear as Morse
code to find the
top secret, newly-refurbished NASA
headquarters, he is paired with his old
boss Dr. Brand (Michael Caine) and
Brands daughter (Anne Hathaway) to
further investigate.
Cooper and Dr. Brand worked to-
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gether earlier in their lives at NASA,
but NASA and other government
programs were shut down when the
countryhit hard times. But, due to the
immediate necessity of a new home,
Cooper is picked to embark on what
could be humankind’s last space flight.
Cooper must do this all while fac-
ing fate, black holes and a slew of
otherchallenges.
He must leave his daughter Murph
(Mackenzie Foy/Jessica Chastain) at
home, though she is keen for adven-
ture. Cooper promises to come back,
though he is unable to say when.
“Anything that can happen will hap-
pen,” Cooper explains to his daugh-
ter, introducing a theme of fate and
destiny that is constant throughout
the film.
Nolans visuals are simply outstand-
ing. Rivaling Alfonso Cuaron’s inter-
galactic sci-fi film “Gravity” for sheer
awe, “Interstellar’s deeper context
means a deeper journey into space,
which sets it apart.
Beautiful CGI bring to life Saturn,
stars, black holes and more. Space’s
haunting lackofsound is well-utilized
in some shots, while Hans Zimmer’s
wonderful score only augments the
vastness ofspace and the feeling of be-
ing really, really small.
The black holes’ spinning, mesh-
ing and overwhelming motion gives
the audience a dizzying look at space.
Cooper’s sheer grit and determination
keep the film going, when perhaps a
tangible solution to Earth’s food short-
ages seems out oftouch.
Nolan kept professional physicists
with him on set, so aspects of space
travel and time theories came off as
very probable. Except for the few Hol-
lywood-ized moments, Nolan is able
to grip his audience and pull them
closer to his characters, the team of
astronauts who are light-years away
from Earth.
Compared to Nolan’s other films,
“Interstellar” is on another plane.
Some of the trickiness and cunning
that came along with “The Dark
Knight” (Heath Ledger’s mesmeriz-
ing performance as the joker comes
to mind) and “Inception” (five whole
layers of dreaming) is traded for pure
grand illusion.
The film frequently refers to “them,”
beings that have placed the black hole
accordingly forhumans to make their
voyage. As the obvious candidate for
“them” is aliens, Nolan does a fine job
of keeping us thinking it is something
greater, something grander.
“Interstellar” explores some fasci-
nating, fantastical scientific and astro-
physical ideas and, like all of Nolan’s
films, it is full of mind-blowing twists
and turns.
You may have to get over watch-
ing McConaughey’s charming dim-
ples and cocky personality take over
yet another larger-than-life Holly-
wood hit, but trust me, this movie is
worth it.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
VIAPARAMOUNT STUDIOS
,| ELECTRONIC
Rusko
<§> Showbox SODO
7 p.m.
1 THEATRE:
Re-Imagining Send
A heim from the Piano
@ Cornish Playhouse at
Seattle Center, 8 p.m.
f
A
BAROQUE:
Cornish Early Music
Faculty,
@ Cornish Playhouse at
Seattle Center, 7 p.m.
FOLK:
Vincent McMorrow
@ Neptune Theatre,
8 p.m. !
GRUNGE:
■■
Neumos, 8 p.m.
MORE GRUNGE:
NirvanaTribute
# Chop Suey, 9 p.m. wF
ELECTRONIC:
Flosstradamus
@ Showbox SODO,
9 p.m.
RAP:
GZA ot Wu-Tang Clan
@ Neptune Theatre,
9 p.m.
JAZZ:
'Ihe Billy Strayhorn
Project
> Gay City, 7:30 p.m.
INDIE-POP:
Generational
@ Crocodile, 8 p.m.
J*I
THE 12 YARD LINE
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Looking at the first three quarters, the
Giants and Seahawks played a hard-
fought football game. It looked like
the Seahawks’ struggles were continu-
ing as the passing game couldn’t get
going, and the offense surrendered
three turnovers.
But then, the fourth quarter hap-
pened. It began with the two teams
tied at 17 points apiece. But Seattle’s
running game had been going strong
most of the day, and, after tiring out
the Giants defense, the Seahawks ran
RED BULL KICK OFF-SU
HarrisonBucher
StaffWriter
On a clear Mondaynight, some Seattle
University Redhawks got their wings.
Red Bull made its way on to cam-
pus to host a street soccer tournament
between Championship Field and the
Douglas Apartments. The street was
closed off and the party was complete
with a DJ, game commentator, Mad
Dawgs hot dogs and a bunch of free
Red Bull.
With classes cancelled. on Veter-
ans Day, it was a great opportunity
to bring some students out to have a
good time. The games were entertain-
ing, and several students were drawn
over to the festivities by the music.
The soccer tournament consisted of
eight three-person teams in a double
elimination bracket. Winning teams
were awarded prizes. Once the tour-
nament was finished, the group head-
ed for the Chieftain which was hosting
an afterparty for the event.
SPORTS
away with the victory. With a final
score of 38-17, Seattle turned the game
into something reminiscent of what a
championship team is expected to do.
Marshawn Lynch, Russell Wilson
and Christine Michael rushed for 140,
107 and 71 yards, respectively. As a
team, Seattle finished with 350 rushing
yards, by far the most ofany team in a
single game this season. Lynch turned
in his first four-touchdown game of
his career, and Michael showed what
he is capable of as the apparent heir
to Lynch’s role as the number one
running back.
Now, the Seahawks hold a respect-
“It was nice big event to get people
out,” said senior and Red Bull student
brand manager Alexander Dow.
“We wanted to make something
different and cool that people can get
excited about, something they haven’t
experienced before,” Dow said.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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able 6-3 record and remain in second
place in the NFC West. The Arizona
Cardinals stay on top of the division
with an 8-1 record afteranother victo-
ry over the St. Louis Rams . The 49ers
are close behind Seattle with a 5-4 re-
cord after defeating the New Orleans
Saints in overtime.
Up next, the Seahawks will be trav-
eling to Kansas City to take on the
Chiefs who also hold a 6-3 record and
are second place in the AFC West be-
hind the Denver Broncos. With sev-
eral players returning from injury, this
is sure to be a great game. Aside from
the teams playing it out on Sunday,
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
LILA RICE | CROSS COUNTRY
JESSIE KOON - THE SPECTATOR
Kansas City and Seattle have been in
another battle. They have been going
back and forth setting the world re-
cord for the loudest outdoor stadium
in sports. Kansas City currently holds
the record, so one thing is for sure:
This game is going to be loud.
Score Prediction: Seahawks 20
Chiefs 17
Harrisonmay be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
What isyourfavorite distance
*
to race and why?
"I think ray favorite is the
5k, because 1 really like cross
country, and the mile is too short”
I. What is yawfavoritepost-*
race meal?
:ii ...
A
4
“I used to get McFturries after
*
races in high school.. Other-
wise. any candy 1 can get .my hands
What sport would you do if
you did not run Cross Country?
■ v
*
“Probably competitive ski-
ing, I don’t get to ski as much as 1
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SU WOMEN’S SOCCER WINS SECOND WAC TITLE
Connor Cartmill
StaffWriter
Chaucer Larson
Volunteer Writer
QUARTERFINAL: NEW MEXICO
STATE VS CAL STATE BAKERSFIELD
The first game of the 2014 Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) tourna-
ment saw fourth ranked Cal State
Bakersfield take on fifth ranked New
Mexico State.
Bakersfield dominated the first half
in terms of shots, but a 23rd minute
goal by Layla Todd for the Aggies
put her team ahead 1-0 going into
the break, despite being outshot 13-
5. New Mexico States assistant coach
Niki Brooks noted her squads prepa-
ration methods, stressing defense in
training.
“We’ve played pretty good defense
all year and tonight was a microcosm
ofhow we play,” Brooks said. “We em-
phasize defense in practice and we
know that if we want to have a season
Senior Taylor Ritzman had an assist in the first half to score thefirst goal.
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that lasts well into November we must
play solid defense.”
It was the strong backline ofthe Ag-
gies that allowed them to stay in front
for theremainder ofthe game, keeping
Bakersfield subdued. The Aggies were
able to capitalize on another of their
chances in the 85th minute, when for-
ward Jennae Cambra hit the back of
the net with an impressive strike from
twenty yards out. Todd added another
tally in the final minute of the match
to secure the 3-0 win.
QUARTERFINAL: UTAH VALLEY
VS. UNIV.TEXAS PAN-AMERICAN
The second quarter final of the 2014
tournament was won by Utah Valley,
who outlasted Texas-Pan American
2-1 after overtime.
Kim Stratford gave the Wolverines
the victory with a goal in the 97th
minute. Utah Valley had a strong
foothold on the match, finishing with
twenty shots to Texas-Pan American’s
six. Utah Valley head coach Brent An-
derson was not shy about stating his
team’s need for improvement, and his
opponent’s strengths.
“Texas-Pan American was very or-
ganized and made things very dif-
ficult for us tonight,” Anderson said.
“We didn’t create enough attacking
opportunities in the first half. We
did a better job in the second half as
we stretched out their backline and
found some seams and created a lot
more opportunities.”
Utah Valley was originally ahead af-
ter 75 minutes from a Lexi Robinson
goal, who scored after a play down the
right hand flank from Sidney Fitzpat-
rick. Texas-Pan American answered
just four minutes later through An-
dreya Barrera, but it was the Wol-
verines who were able to get the vi-
tal goal in overtime and move on to
the semifinals.
SEMIFINAL: UMKC VS UTAH VALLEY
Utah Valley’s tournament run came
to a close on Friday evening in a 1-0
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Junior Kelly Beck scored the fifth goal in a penalty kick on Sunday.
defeat at the hands of number two
seeded UMKC. Kansas City opened
the game with a barrage of shots but
the UVU defense never broke through
out the first half.
Utah Valley nearly broke through in
the 39th minute with a shot that sailed
just under the crossbar, but the ‘Roos
keeper stopped it with a diving save.
UVU keeper Jessica Duffin tallied
8 which kept her team in the match.
However, after nearly nine minutes of
constant pressure from the ‘Roos, the
score finally broke. The goal was the
first of UMKC Jr.Taylor Andrejewski’s
collegiate career.
“I thought it was a fantastic run
from Taylor to come all of the way
from left back and finish that,” said
Head Coach Chris Cissell. “We’re so
proud of her for scoring her first col-
legiate goal, and in a 1-0 win in the
conference semifinal no less.”
The ‘Roos also avenged their regu-
lar season loss to Utah Valley in the
process. The victory set up a rematch
Posingforphotos and celebrating withfans after a historic win. The Seattle U Womens Soccer Team defeated the UMKC TAYLOR de laveaga • the spectator
‘Roos 5-0 on Sunday, winning their second straight WAC conference title and earning an NCAA tournament berth.
of last year’s WAC championship with
Seattle University. They had previ-
ously tied in a two overtime thriller
earlier in the season.
SEMIFINAL: SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
VS NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY.
Seven goals and seven goal scorers.
That was the story of Seattle Univer-
sity’s 7-0 dismantling of New Mexico
State in the WAC semifinals.
In just the third minute Natasha
Howe finished a rebound off a Stepha-
nie Verdoia shot for the initial 1-0 def-
icit. Just 14 minutes later Verdoia net-
ted a shot of her own increasing the
lead to 2-0 while also tying the Seattle
U single season goals record with 20
on the year. Julia Moravec got into the
scoring action off a deep cross from
defender Kiana Kraft to make it 3-0.
Kraft scored a goal ofher own later on
and also totaled 3 assists when all was
said and done.
“It was a great team effort for us
tonight to have seven goals scored
by seven different players,” said head
coach Julie Woodward. “It shows how
great the teamwork is on this team. I
want to give special recognition to Ki-
ana-she has worked so hard and for
her to be involved in four different
goals was great for her tonight.” *
New Mexico State seemed doomed
from the beginning. When the clock
hit zero signaling the end of the game,
the Redhawks had rattled off an as-
tounding 35 shots to the Aggies’ 5.
FINAL: SEATTLE UNIVERSITY VS UNI-
VERSITY OF MISSOURI KANSAS CITY
The Redhawks claimed their second
straight WAC title in resounding fash-
ion with a 5-0 victory over UMKC in
a rematch of last year’s final. An early
second half scoring flood which saw
4 goals scored in ten minutes of play
would be the difference.
“I’m at a little bit of a loss for words
and I’m just experiencing so much
pride for my team right now,” said
Woodward right after the game.
“They’ve been in the zone, especially
for the last couple weeks and this was
their goal all year. I was really proud
of them, of their fight, of their deter-
mination. Their will to win has been
unbelievable, and they’ve just been
playing some really great soccer.”
It was fairly even keel in the begin-
ning of the match. Seattle U keeper
Brianna Smallidge had to make a div-
ing save early after a defensive miscue,
which allowed a close range strike
from UMKC. But after 10 minutes of
play, the momentum shifted in Red-
hawks’ favor.
Julia Moravec opened up the game
in the 11th minute by cashing in on an
open net set up from a Taylor Ritzman
cross for the 1-0 lead. From that point
on, Seattle U peppered the UMKC
goal with shots throughout the half.
A couple strikes from Verdoia and
Ritzman sailed just above the cross-
bar. Although the score was close at
the break, the UMKC defense was be-
ginning to crumble.
Only 7 minutes into the second
half, Moravec knotted her second
score with a shot from inside the box
off a Verdoia feed. One minute later,
winger Natasha Howe streaked down
the left set to the box then cut past two
UMKC defenders and drilled one near
post. All of a sudden the score had
bloomed to 3-0. The attacking play of
Verdoia, Morvec, Ritzman and Howe
seemed constantly in sync.
“It’s chemistry on and off the field,”
Verdoia said. “We’re all really good
friends and there’s just a sense that
we’re always going to be there for each
NOVEMBER 12. 2014
other after the next play, even if we
mess up the previous one.”
Verdoia stamped her name in the
score sheet and Seattle U record books
in the 59th minute with a laser that
found the top corner of the net from
the eighteen. Kelly Beck sank a PK in
the ,63rd minute for icing on the cake,
which set the final score at 5-0.
The win also sends the Redhawks to
their second consecutive NCAA tour-
nament. Last year, they were bounced
by the University of Portland in the
first round of the tournament. That’s
not the plan this time around.
“This year we took it one step fur-
ther. We want to win a tournament
game,” Woodward said. “So I think
the focus is going to be pretty easy
to change because in terms of their
mindset, they’re not done.”
Look out for Seattle U on November
14th as they take on Washington State
in Pullman for the first round of the
big dance.
Connor may be reached at
ccartmill@su-spectator.com
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ADIOS, PASEO
Paseo, I hardly knew ye.
We were supposed to have a long, happy life together. I was already scouting out
postgrad apartments within blocks of your glory. I’d often cursed the distance
between us, hoping you’d open another location near campus. Preferably inside
my apartment.
Your Caribbean roast sandwich made me feel more feelings than a sandwich
has any right to make a person feel. Case in point: It was a point of very real,
non-playful contention when my boyfriend assessed the Caribbean roast as
only, and I quote, “pretty good.” Pretty good?! More like slow-braised porcine
ambrosia, you jerk.
I had naively assumed that you were so beloved an institution that I could
count on you. I thought you’d always be there, sure as the sun would rise, ifthe
sun was dripping with citrusy marinade.
Employees who showed up Tuesday morning found aposted notice announcing
the sandwich shop’s closure. Hearts broke across the city (metaphorical hearts,
that is. Paseo’s closure mayactually be good for the city’s cardiovascular health).
Some have speculated that the closure is linked to a lawsuit filed by former
employees claiming that they had been mistreated, which frankly adds insult to
the considerable injury oflosing Paseo. Not only am I crushed by the fact that I’ll
never eat another Caribbean roast, I’m also now wrestling with the knowledge
that the beardy dude at the counter was probably crowd-wrangling all the way
through break #3. Not cool, Paseo.
I’ll missyour succulent roasted pork. I’ll missyour jewel-like marinated scallops.
I’ll missyour crazy-flavorful caramelized onions. Hell, I’ll even miss it all spilling
onto my lap because your bread was shockingly devoid of structural integrity.
I’ll try to recreate the Caribbean roast sandwich in my own kitchen soon, and
I’ll eat it with the knowledge that nobody missed their lunchbreak to serve it to
me. But I know deep down that it just won’t be the same.
Caroline Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Alaina Bever, Maggie Molloy, EmilyHedberg, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and AlyssaBrandt. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions
oftheauthors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT HAVING AN OPEN CAMPUS?
“I think it’s great that we share our campus
with the wider community and are con-
nected to the city of Seattle.”
David Strand, Visual Art and Creative Writing
“I think it’s nice that the community can
come and be a part of our campus. It’s so
urba that we might as well invite others.”
' ' - ' y ;
Samantha Heissman, Film and Journalism
OPINION
STOP THE SLACKTIVISM
As of late, every time I sign into Facebook, I am greeted by a warm welcome
from the site. Not only does the home page address me on a first-name basis,
but Facebook has also made it possible for me to join forces with the world to
fight Ebola.
As a nursing studentrecently returned from Kenya where I worked in a small
clinic, I have taken a particular interest in the trending Ebola news. This doesn’t
mean much, however, as the entire worldhas done the same—fornow.
Without any intention of sounding like a heartless grinch, it seems that our
culture has a tendency towards adopting grave concern for tragedies, only to
quicklydisengage as the intrigue ofthe original event fades.
Remember Kony 2012? Facebook and its followers devoured the media
campaign behind rescuing a myriad ofkidnapped Ugandan children. Users
watched the documentary, shared the video, bought the kits, and so on. The
enthusiasm for the project radiated around the world for a brief period of time
before interest completely waned. Whoknows where Kony or those children are
now, but we were all really ready to save the world—at the time.
To be clear, I whole-heartedly commend Facebook and other companies
alike that are using their presence and influence in our culture to help such a
catastrophic disease. I am merely trying to raise a larger question. Even when
we stop posting pictures in witty Ebola Halloween costumes and ignorant
memes stop trending, will we all still be tenacious in our efforts to solve the
underlying problem?
I hope the answer is yes, and that the fight to stop the disease extends beyond
society’s fleeting interest in the matter, and that we genuinely and thoughtfully
work to remedy the problems we claim to care about.
Emily Hedberg, Sports & Opinion Editor
“How would we make it a closed campus?
Does that really fit with the mission of our
school in terms of community building?”
Noeile Kappert, International Studies
“It’s an urban environment, so people are
;oing to on eon ca ipus Honestly,it prob
ablyaids in creating a diverseenvironment
for our students.”
Zac Siriboon, Accounting
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THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
QWhy
don’t we act upon what we know will make us happiest?
®
Why do we major in majors that don’t make us happy, date
® others that only make life more difficult? Why cant any ofus
seem to get the equation right and trulyfigure themselves out?
Alright 1 am done with the impossible questions.
® Sometimes our expectations differ than the actual outcome but
" * *
we had earnest intentions. Other times, we could be distracted
by an appealing factor that distorts the reality ofsomething that’s ultimately
erroneous, and it may just take a while for that rationalization. Sometimes
we may convince ourselves it will be a good idea. Ourcognitive reasoning,
priorities, and opinions change. The easiest route is often the most desirable
and potentially imprudent, but we’re also lazy. “Truly” figuring ourselves
out implies a static state. Humans are inherently dynamic and therefore
always fluctuating. The level of self-identification and honest reflection that
you describe can be daunting, if not downright scary, and will have some
feeling vulnerable. It’s hard work, and again - we’re lazy. However, the only
way to really achieve this is through trial and error. That’s why we date, try
different activities, go to school, travel, meet new people, join other com-
munities.. It’s a process, just like everything else is, so be courteous and
observantand find the fun in it.
QHey Emily!
Couldyou recommend me 5 ofyourfavorite albums,
®
with afew reasons why? Also, how often shouldIget a new tooth-
* brush?
A.
MjL • Wow! I’m thrilled that you’ve correctly identified two things
m • that I get really pumped about - musicand dental hygiene. I’m a
big fan of Gorillaz’s Plastic Beach, Why?’s Elephant Eyelash (or Alopecia...),
and American Don by Don Cabellero is hard to beat. Deltron 3030 makes
a helluva concept album and Modal Soul by Nujabes is great, too. I couldn’t
decide on my fave of Montreal album (either Sunlandic Twins or Hissing
Fauna, Are You the Destroyer?), but Blood on the Tracks by Dylan, Surre-
alistic Pillow (by Jefferson Airplane), Zeppelin’s Physical Graffiti, and Joyce
Manor’s self-titled are also Up there. Whoops, more than five! Don’t keep a
TB longer than a month. Keep it upright in a glass outside of the flushing
range of micro-particles (insert MythBusters citation here), so it’s not sitting
in some rank-ass hairy drawer.
Buhbye!
Emily
Visit guidance-counselor.tumblr.com to submit a question.
byEmily August
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Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Ifyou’ve got a crush,
This columns for you.
IV
Wanna flirt? Send your crush to cat@su-spectator.com.
Your professor wardrobe
and science jargon send
my heart aflutter. Let’s re-
turn to the lecture hall and
then have a Scandal mara-
thon this weekend. I love
you more than Olivia Pope
loves red wine and white
cardigans. Let’s move to
Vermont and make jam and
have less drama than Liv
and Fitz. Thanks for not
being a lizard man.
I see you knitting there in the
Byte. Every time you tug at
that yarn ball, it tugs at my
heartstrings. Let’s hold hands
during mass and I’ll treat you
to Presse afterwards.
To the big, tall British basketball player, you have slam-dunked
my heart. Please romance me with yourbeautiful accent. Don’t
let me be a benchwarmer in your mind.
WE’RE HIRING
PAID STAFF WRITERS
FOR WINTER QUARTER
email editor@su-spectator.com for more information
